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Abstract Motivated by a range of applications (biomedical, industrial, engineering,
environmental) this contribution is focussed on a mathematical study of (a) constric-
tion/distortion and (b) branching in a vessel or network of vessels containing fluid
flow. The central interest addressed is in medium-to-high Reynolds numbers where
asymptotic approaches and matching yield much insight. The main reasoning, order
arguments and scaling factors within various parts of the vessels are presented. Theory
and corresponding analysis are described for aspect (a) in symmetric and nonsymmet-
ric cases and aspect (b) over short or long length scales with or without viscous–inviscid
interactions, where attention is given to side-branching, large networks, viscous wall
layers, flow reversal, eddies and upstream influence. Three-dimensional effects for (a)
and (b) are also investigated. A final discussion includes suggestions of future project
topics.
Keywords Mathematical modelling · Range of applications · Constriction ·
Branching · Networks
1 Introduction
Internal fluid dynamics associated with the flow through a rigid vessel or network of
vessels is described theoretically in the present article which is concentrated in par-
ticular on two fundamental aspects, namely (a) constriction and (b) branching of the
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containing vessels. These aspects are of special interest in practical [1–15] as well as
theoretical terms [16–30].
The practical interest lies in numerous industrial and engineering related contexts
but especially in biomedical applications, which in a sense motivate the current stud-
ies. In arteries within the human cardiovasculature and likewise in the respiratory
system, constrictions in general and the various types of branch junction are important
sites as regards blockage and disease initiation [1–32], while the networks established
by branchings span the entire human body. Both (a), (b) affect cardiovascular per-
formance in the human torso and cerebrovascular responses in the head, with the
latter including Stroke, specifically arteriovenous malformations and the phenome-
non of ‘steal’ in which blood flowing normally to one part of the brain is diverted
away adversely to other parts [33–40]. The word ‘constriction’ in (a) is taken here
to stand generally for constrictions, dilations, roughnesses, corners and related dis-
tortions of the vessel, while the ‘branching’ (b) may take many different forms. The
fluid-flow properties including the induced wall shear stress and pressure play a vital
role throughout and for (a), (b) are found to establish many of the basic principles of
internal flows.
Item (a) in our context at least is felt to be more established [41–47]. It is also very
enlightening, has exhibited (in [46,47] and subsequent references) encouraging com-
parisons and agreement between theory, computational simulations and experiments,
is interesting with regard to both applied mathematics and fluid dynamics itself, and
leads on naturally into (b). Item (b) is rather newer as regards rational theoretical
treatment [48–50] and that leaves many substantial intriguing issues to be explored
as we shall see. There being a great amount of practical interest has sparked off a
great number of computational studies [51–58]. The current concern however is in
seeking more mathematical progress, partly in order to complement computational as
well as experimental work, partly for its own sake, partly to shed light on parameter
dependence and partly in terms of possibly increasing total understanding of the wider
subject area.
The viscous fluid contained within the typical vessel considered below is supposed
to be incompressible with constant density, Newtonian and flowing in laminar fashion
whether steadily or unsteadily in two or three spatial dimensions. The representative
flow rate plays a crucial role in determining the flow properties and the theoretical
solution, as does the vessel geometry specified under (a) or (b) above: see Fig. 1. That
flow rate is characterised by the Reynolds number Re which measures in essence the
flow momentum effects relative to the viscous frictional forces. The value of Re can be
as large as several thousand in major arteries and it remains at least in the hundreds for
many constrictions and branchings of present concern, for instance in the human torso
and in the head. Mathematically the use of asymptotic approaches based on taking Re
as a large parameter has been found to work well in those ranges [59–63], often far
more so than in aerodynamics for example. Other ranges are undoubtedly of much
interest also including use of Re as a small parameter for the study of capillary-scale
influences [64–67]. Nevertheless our eventual focus in this work is on medium-to-high
Reynolds numbers.
Possible practical limitations of the approach which can vary from case to case
should also be mentioned. They centre mostly on turbulence, three-dimensionality,
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Fig. 1 Representative non-dimensional picture for internal fluid motion with a constriction or branching
non-rigid wall effects, non-Newtonian effects, wall roughness and the use of asymp-
totics. Flow transition to turbulence however occurs comparatively little in the human
torso and even less so in the head; so the relevance of laminar flow theory to biomedi-
cal applications is potentially high, in contrast to the relevance in certain engineering
applications. Along with this the importance of three-dimensional behaviour usually
cannot be denied. In the present setting we seek solution structure and some increased
understanding through studying the two-dimensional versions but use those to guide
the beginnings of three-dimensional theory, specifically in Sect. 7 below. As regards
the influences of non-rigid walls much theoretical work has been done or is under way,
although we note again their limited influence in the head. Non-Newtonian effects are
undoubtedly important at smaller length scales. Small roughness effects are almost
always present in any motion past a solid surface and are the subject of continuing inter-
est of course. Finally here, the use of asymptotic analysis is supported by, among other
things, the desire to capture theoretically a wide range of scales and a considerable
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number of comparisons with experiments and direct numerical simulations as dis-
cussed earlier and as we shall see later in this article.
Section 2 below presents the major non-dimensionalised governing equations of
motion that hold in the remainder of the article, along with the reasoning, the orders of
magnitude and the scaling factors involved in the derivation of the equations within var-
ious parts of the vessels: see also the review in [68]. Section 3 then describes the theory
and corresponding analysis for constrictions that are symmetric in two dimensions or
axisymmetric in three dimensions; two later sections deal with cases of non-symmetry.
A gradual increase in the strength of constriction is discussed mathematically leading
to a progression from strong to moderate to severe constriction in which flow reversal
and separation can come into play significantly. This is followed by Sect. 4 which
extends the arguments to motion inside branching vessels over comparatively short
length scales (relating also generically to several types of cardiovascular and cere-
brovascular branching, including arteriovenous malformations) and Sect. 5 in which
interactions between long and short length scales and/or between viscous and invis-
cid forces are of importance, again for branching flows, with attention being given
to side-branching, large networks and viscous wall layers. Upstream influence which
can arise from several different mechanisms is addressed in Sect. 6, covering espe-
cially the case of non-symmetry in two dimensions, while three-dimensional effects
for non-axisymmetric constrictions or realistic branchings are the subject of Sect. 7.
Final comments are made in Sect. 8, including suggested future project topics.
2 Equations and scales
Some initial words are appropriate here on the internal flow configurations to be dis-
cussed. The typical geometry which is that of a vessel or system of vessels and the
typical incoming (incident) flow inside the vessel are explained by the diagram in
Fig. 1, where laminar flow of the viscous incompressible fluid is assumed. The ves-
sel of concern tends to be elongated axially to a greater or lesser extent and to be
constricted, dilated, distorted or branched in various different ways as shown, while
the incoming velocity profile in the fluid can be almost completely straight or signif-
icantly curved depending on flow properties ahead of the present configuration. The
details of the configuration lead to many interesting distinct forms of response in the
physical system which we hope to be able to capture through relevant mathemati-
cal systems or models. The work below will be general in three spatial dimensions
first but after that mostly on two-dimensional behaviour, returning to the three-dimen-
sional version near the end of the article. The flow velocity vector and components are
defined as u∗ = (u∗, v∗, w∗), with corresponding Cartesian coordinates (x∗, y∗, z∗),
the dynamic pressure p∗, the time t∗, as well as the uniform density ρ∗, viscosity μ∗
and kinematic viscosity ν∗(= μ∗/ρ∗) of the fluid. An asterisk refers to a dimensional
quantity.
In the rest of this section we describe the main governing equations in Sect. 2.1, as
these are to be used throughout the article, including especially the reduced systems,
followed by Sect. 2.2 which is on the different scales present.
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2.1 The governing equations
In dimensional terms the governing equations for the fluid motion have the vector
form
∇∗.u∗ = 0, (1)
ρ∗[∂t∗ u∗ + (u∗.∇∗)u∗] = −∇∗ p∗ + μ∗∇∗2u∗. (2)
These are respectively the continuity and the Navier–Stokes equations in Cartesian
coordinates. The gradient operator ∇∗ = (∂x∗ , ∂y∗ , ∂z∗). To rid ourselves of the effects
of units which can be misleading when a rational reduced approach is required we
prefer to work in terms of non-dimensional quantities, which provide more clarity.
Thus we suppose a representative velocity to be u∗r say, a representative length to be
l∗r , and then write
(x∗, y∗, z∗) = l∗r (x, y, z), u∗ = u∗r u, p∗ = ρ∗u∗2r p, t∗ = (l∗r /u∗r )t, (3)
with u denoting (u, v, w). Here u∗r would be the characteristic velocity amplitude
of flow expected in the vessel and l∗r would be the characteristic distance measured
laterally across the vessel, for example the radius of a vessel of uniform circular cross
section. The time factor is taken as the convection-based time l∗r /u∗r and the pressure
factor as the convection-based value ρ∗u∗2r for convenience. If an overall pressure gra-
dient K ∗ is given to us we might reasonably define u∗r as (K ∗l∗r ρ∗)1/2 at this stage. The
governing equations (1, 2) now become the nondimensional Navier–Stokes equations
∇.u = 0, (4)
∂t u + (u.∇)u = −∇ p + Re−1∇2u, (5)
in turn, where ∇ = (∂x , ∂y, ∂z) is the non-dimensional gradient operator. The present
article will work in the context of the non-dimensional system (4, 5), which is subject
to the boundary conditions
u = 0 on walls, (6)
inflow (outflow) constraints far upstream (downstream), (7)
as appropriate to internal flows. Here the requirement (6) is the no-slip condition
holding on any fixed solid surface adjoining the fluid.
In (5), Re = u∗r l∗r /ν∗ which is the Reynolds number of the flow measures the ratio
of the representative inertial forces to the representative viscous forces. This is in line
with the left-hand side of (5) representing inertia or convection along with accelera-
tion, whereas viscous effects are on the right-hand side. In applications in biomedicine
Re can range from rather large to extremely small values. This wide variation in val-
ues points to the possible benefit to be gained by use of reduced forms of the full
system (4, 5).
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The main reduced forms, for the medium to large range of Re, are the Euler equa-
tions and the boundary-layer (or wall-layer) equations. The former stem from simply
neglecting the viscous contributions in (5), yielding
∂t u + (u.∇)u = −∇ p, (8)
along with (4). If u, p,∇, t are generally of order unity then the inviscid Euler equa-
tions (4, 8) seem a sensible deduction from the full Navier–Stokes system when Re is
suitably large. More broadly perhaps a scaling of the form
(x, y, z, t, u, v, w, p) = (σ1x ′, σ2 y′, σ3z′, σ4t ′, σ5u′, σ6v′, σ7w′, σ8 p′) (9)
applies where the factors σ1–σ8 are the scales that leave the primed (′) variables all
of order unity. We can immediately argue however that the typical x-wise scale σ1 is
itself unity if the spatial non-dimensionalisation has been chosen appropriately and
likewise σ2, σ3 are of O(1) in the general case, while σ5–σ7 are also of order unity
for similar reasons associated with the characteristic velocity amplitude. Then substi-
tution into (4), (5) leaves the continuity equation (4) standing as it is in terms of the
primed variables and gives in the momentum equations (5) the orders
σ−14 , 1 on the left side and σ8, Re
−1 on the right, (10)
in turn. Hence σ4, σ8 can both be expected to be of O(1) also generally to provide a
momentum balance at leading order when Re is large. So in this comparatively simple
case the scalings are
σn = O(1) for n = 1, 8, (11)
in line with (8). The influence here of the non-dimensionalisation should be noted
of course, as well as the possibility of different distinct scales such that ∇ may be
of large amplitude in certain parts of the motion or the temporal scale σ4 may be
relatively small or large in certain prescribed-frequency problems. Also the neglect
of viscous contributions, which contain the highest derivatives in the original system
(4, 5), means in general that we can only apply part of the requirement (6), the usual
guess for this being the tangential-flow or zero-normal-velocity condition: if say the
wall lies along y = 0 then v = 0 is required there, leaving u, w as usually nonzero.
That guess is tantamount to assuming there is no substantial departure of the Euler flow
from the wall, i.e. the motion is separation-free. This also brings us on to the viscous
boundary-layer equations which hold in relatively thin layers where (5) reduces to the
form
∂t (u, w) + (u.∇)(u, w) = −(∂x , ∂z)p + Re−1∂2y (u, w), (12)
0 = −∂y p, (13)
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in three spatial dimensions or
ut + uux + vuy = −px (x, t) + Re−1uyy (14)
in two dimensions, together with (4), for flow situations where the relative thinness is
in the y-direction. The thinness accentuates the y-derivatives in the gradient operator,
leading to the result in (13) that the leading-order pressure must be independent of the
y position and to the viscous effects in (12) being dominated by the y-derivatives as
shown. More broadly again a scaling of the form (9) holds. Usually the typical x-scale
σ1 is unity as before, as is σ3, but σ2 is unknown, and the velocity scalings σ5, σ7 are
also of order unity but σ6 is unknown. Substitution into (4), (5) leaves the continuity
equation (4) in suitable balance provided σ2 ∼ σ6 while the x- and z-momentum
equations within (5) yield the orders
σ−14 , 1 (&σ6σ
−1
2 ) on the left side and σ8, Re
−1σ−22 on the right. (15)
Thus again σ4, σ8 might be expected to be of O(1) generally whereas now the y-scaling
σ2 ∼ σ6 ∼ Re−1/2 is implied. So here the scalings essentially have
σn = 1 for n = 1, 3, 4, 5, 7, 8, with σ2 = σ6 = Re−1/2. (16)
Strictly we then insert the transformation (9) together with (16) in (4), (5), to obtain
∇′.u′ = 0, (17)
∂t ′(u
′, w′) + (u′.∇′)(u′, w′) = −(∂x ′ , ∂z′)p′ + ∂2y′(u′, w′) + o(1), (18)
O(Re−1) = −∂y′ p′, (19)
and take the limit of (17)–(19) as Re tends to infinity with all the primed variables
remaining of O(1). This reproduces (12), (13) in effect. The validity of the boundary
layer system (12, 13) relies mostly on a balance |u|2/|x | ∼ Re−1|u|/|y|2 being struck
between inertial and viscous contributions in the sense of orders of magnitude, pro-
vided that the acceleration and pressure contributions respond passively to the others.
If u is typically of O(1) for instance then we obtain the classical scaling
|y| ∼ Re−1/2|x |1/2 (20)
for the ‘thickness’ [69–76] of the relatively thin boundary layer. A subset of (12, 13)
gives another reduced form, specifically (4), (13) again but with
0 = −(∂x , ∂z)p + Re−1∂2y (u, w), (21)
which is the lubrication approximation. This has negligible acceleration and inertial
forces from comparison of (12), (21) and is valid subject to the main assumption
that |u|2/|x |  Re−1|u|/|y|2, i.e. Re  |x | |u|−1|y|−2, which can be interpreted as
requiring a reduced Reynolds number to be small. The form (21) can also be deduced
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from the Navier–Stokes system (4, 5) by means of a scaling as in (9). The latter leads
to the orders displayed in (15) but now the scaling σ2 = σ6  Re−1/2 is implied,
followed by a strict transformation and limit process which yield (21) effectively.
The relevant boundary conditions for (12, 13) or (21) depend on the specific physical
setting as we shall see later.
By contrast the main reduced form appropriate for small Re values is based on the
Stokes equations
0 = −∇ p + Re−1∇2u, (22)
and (4), with acceleration and inertial effects being suppressed in comparison with (5).
The pressure p here would usually be anticipated as being of order Re−1|u|/|x |. The










−1σ5σ−21 on the right, for σ1 ∼ σ2 ∼ σ3. So provided σ4 is not too small
and σ5 not too large the system (22) is inferred; this can be confirmed by a strict
transformation and limiting process as above which yield (22) in terms of the primed
variables. The lubrication approximation (4, 13, 21) can still apply here for thin vessels.
Our interest below centres mostly on the range where the values of the Reynolds
number Re are medium to large. Partial derivatives with respect to y say will be writ-
ten as ∂y or ∂/∂y or with a subscript y, and similarly for other coordinates, depend-
ing on the specific context, and a prime will denote an ordinary derivative. Also in
two-dimensional flows (4) leads to the existence of a stream function ψ such that
u = ∂ψ/∂y, v = −∂ψ/∂x subject to an additive constant.
2.2 Long and short scales
The derivations and justifications of the key governing equations above hold true to
leading order. The full approach is expressed more systematically in terms of asymp-
totic expansions for specific contexts in Sect. 3 onwards. It soon becomes clear (see
Fig. 2) for many two-dimensional steady configurations that at least three major length
scales can apply readily to the internal flows of concern at medium to large Re values.
This holds quite generally for distorted channel flows say with constrictions, dilations,
roughnesses or corners although we also keep the application of branching flows firmly
in mind.
First, one such scale arises from consideration of the steady flow in a long vessel
which is a straight or nearly straight channel with axis in the x direction. See Fig. 1
which acts to define the x, y coordinates within the channel as axial and lateral respec-
tively. Seeking in effect a unidirectional flow solution in the sense that the y-velocity
component v is zero (or negligible) with u, p nonzero leads to u = u(y) being inde-
pendent of x from the continuity equation (4) whereas ∂p/∂y = 0 from the lateral
y-momentum equation within (5). Further, the x-momentum equation within (5) then
has an identically zero left-hand side and requires ∂p/∂x to be independent of x , i.e.
the axial pressure gradient is uniform. Thus the governing equations here take the form
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(a)
(b)
Fig. 2 Length scales and typical flow structure for (a) constriction, (b) branching, including viscous wall
layer I and inviscid core II
0 = 0, (23)
0 = −∂p/∂x(x) + Re−1d2u/dy2, (24)
0 = −∂p/∂y + 0 (25)
compared with (4, 5). Given (25), the partial derivative in (24) can be replaced by a
full derivative. The exact solution for u therefore gives the parabolic velocity profile
u(y) = 1
2
(y − y2)(−Re dp/dx) (26)
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of the well-established plane Poiseuille flow in a straight channel with y = 0, 1 at the
walls.
The result (26) is usually interpreted as predicting the fluid motion in a straight
channel when subject to a prescribed axial pressure gradient. What matters perhaps
most here in the broader context is that the pressure gradient must scale with Re−1
in order for u to be typically of O(1), as it should be by definition, and so if the
representative pressures imposed at the far upstream and far downstream ends of the
channel are say p = p0, p = p1 in turn with the pressure difference being of order
unity in general then the axial length scale x must be O(Re). This length scale of
order Re is a main long scale.
The velocity u in (26) along with zero v and constant dp/dx gives an exact solu-
tion not only of the Navier–Stokes equations (4, 5) but also of the boundary layer
equations (12, 13) by virtue of the balances remaining in (23–25) as well as the subset
in (21). The boundary layer system reinforces the importance of the O(Re) length
scale, while the lubrication system tends to correspond to longer length scales. The
same O(Re) length scale is supported by an argument based on orders of magnitude
as discussed earlier towards the end of Sect. 2.1. It gives us viscous–inviscid balances
acting laterally across the entire vessel. The advantage of the order-of-magnitude
argument is that it applies to a wider range of vessel shapes, allowing for significant
distortion for instance.
Second, another major scale is apparent from the geometry of most branching junc-
tions themselves or more generally from the vessel width. This is a local-flow scale
as indicated in Fig. 2. For a constriction or a one-to-two branching for example we
can expect the O(1) axial scale to play a strong role as it yields the Euler equation (8)
at leading order which are inviscid and elliptic and thus it provides a mechanism
for upstream influence in the neighbourhood of the constriction or junction (see also
Sects. 4, 6 later) and, more importantly in terms of branching, ’jumps’ acting over the
O(1) length scale. Such constrictions are considered later in this article in Sect. 3. As
regards branching here we work with y defined laterally across each vessel or sub-
vessel and with the ’mother’ vessel being upstream followed successively by daughter
sub-vessels, grand-daughters, etc downstream. Suppose we have so-called plug flow
in which the velocity profile u0(y) upstream in the mother tube is uniform and non-
zero in y; such a profile is often acceptable for an inviscid flow account as hinted in
Sect. 2.1. Then the effective vorticity ∇ × u is zero throughout the local flow if that
flow remains separation-free, as explained in the next section, and so we can anticipate
plug flows with constant u = u1, u = u2 emerging in the two daughters downstream.
The values of the velocities u0, u1, u2 are unknown in advance since the motion here
is driven by prescribed pressures p = π0 in the mother and p = π1, p = π2 in the two
daughters. The conditions to determine the velocities stem from integrals acting on the
governing equation (8) which yield conservation of the Bernouilli quantity p + 12 u2
along streamlines since
{∂t + (u.∇)}(p + 1
2
u2) = 0 (27)
and hence the overall requirements of conservation of mass and momentum in the
form
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u1h1 + u2h2 = u0h0, (28)
π1 + 1
2
u21 = π2 +
1
2




Here h0, h1, h2 are the respective vessel widths. The three algebraic equations (28–29)
control the three unknowns u0, u1, u2 and are readily solved in principle subject to the
implicit assumption that the velocity components are positive. If there are more than
two daughter branches at the junction, on the other hand, or if there are further gen-
erations of branchings (daughters, grand-daughters and so on in a tree-like structure),
or if other length scales come into play, then solving is more difficult and involved.
Nonlinear coupled recurrence relations and coupled differential equations for example
can arise. We defer these matters to later on, mentioning for now the main point that
the above confirms the importance of the local length scale of O(1).
Third, however, there are numerous length scales which are potentially significant
in-between the two above. In such cases we have a boundary or wall layer near any
wall and an inviscid core in the rest of the flow field. If the core gives an O(1) slip
velocity then the wall-layer thickness scales as Re−1/2|x |1/2 as reasoned in Sect. 2.1
whereas if the core yields say u of O(y) as in (26) especially then the wall layer has
y-scale
|y| ∼ Re−1/3|x |1/3 (30)
by a similar reasoning. Often the wall layer and the core affect each other about equally,
giving viscous–inviscid interaction.
Fourth, length scales can also lie also outside the range described above of course.
For example the lubrication mechanism (21) applies for lengths |x |greater than O(Re),
and indeed generally these outside length scales yield subsets of the main problems
above.
From now on the article concentrates mostly on major examples and their features.
3 Constrictions
The mathematical study of constriction effects here is founded on [77], begins with
symmetric cases and includes flow separation and eddies. The study extends to non-
symmetric and three-dimensional constrictions in later sections and it also takes us
suitably on to recent investigations of branching effects in the following section.
We concentrate then on the steady motion of an incompressible fluid through a
symmetrically constricted channel or axisymmetric-pipe when Re is asymptotically
large. Here for channel flows along with the Navier–Stokes equations (4, 5) we have
u → y − y2, v → 0, p ∼ − 2x
Re
as x → −∞, (31)
if for definiteness we assume Poiseuille flow (26) far upstream between the undis-
turbed channel walls y = 0, 1: see also (7). Generalisations of these conditions are
possible.
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3.1 Strong constriction
One of the procedures helpful here for a particular form of disturbance (constriction,
corner, hump, etc.) is to consider the flow response for increasing sizes of the dis-
turbance and then to single out that first crucial size, the strong disturbance, which
produces a non-linear response with unknown pressure, so that among other things
any separation encountered may be regular. Separation or flow reversal can usually
occur only in a fully nonlinear process. By way of aside, in external flows the most
crucial size is the triple-deck one as order of magnitude arguments confirm [78]. In
symmetrically constricted internal flows the crucial height (“strong” constriction) is
as in (30).
Take first |x | = O(1) and the symmetric channel case, again for definiteness: non-
symmetric channel flows are discussed in Sect. 6, while other sizes of |x | are mentioned
below, and axisymmetric pipe flows have the same structure as here. Then with the
strong constriction given by y = h Re−1/3 F(x) at the lower wall and 0 < h < ∞,
the flow near it, in the viscous wall layer I of Fig. 2, is described by the asymptotic
expansions
(u, ψ, p)=(Re−1/3U, Re−2/3, Re−2/3 P(x)) + · · · , y = Re−1/3Y, x = O(1),
(32)
in view of the oncoming form (31) and the required inertia-pressure-viscous force
balance near the constriction. Substituting into the Navier–Stokes equations (4, 5) and
keeping track of the scaling factors then gives
Re−1/3Ux + · · · − Re−1/3xY + · · · = 0, (33)
in (4) since v = −ψx , while in (5) the x component has
Re−2/3UUx + · · · − Re−2/3xUY + · · ·=−Re−2/3 Px + Re−1 Re1/3UY Y + · · · ,
(34)
and the y component yields
O(Re−1) = −Re−1/3 PY + · · · , (35)
since the flow is steady. It follows at leading order that P is independent of Y as antici-
pated in (32) and we are led to the boundary-layer equations (4, 14) for U, , P, with
U = Y and Re replaced by unity. Here the pressure P(x) is unknown, while the
boundary conditions are
(U, , P) → (Y, 1
2
Y 2, 0) as x → −∞[from (31)], (36)
U =  = 0 at Y = hF(x)[from (6)], (37)
U ∼ Y + 0 as Y → ∞[⇒  ∼ 1
2
Y 2 + P(x)]. (38)
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Fig. 3 Symmetric tube-flow. (i) With a strong constriction, showing structure, pressure solutions and
typical streamlines (in (c)), where R,U0 denote Re, u0 respectively. (ii) With a moderate constriction,
showing structure, wall shear stress r upstream and the upstream separation position; here (7.11a–c), (7.12)
correspond to our (51–53), (54) respectively
The lack of displacement (cf. the presence of A(x) in triple-deck theory [68,77,78]
and below) in U in (38) is necessary for the satisfaction of the symmetry condition
at y = 12 in the core (0 < y < 1) of the flow. The non-linear problem with (36–38)
is immediately a closed one, therefore, and solutions for h  1 (weak constriction)
and for h = O(1) (strong constriction) are obtained as in Fig. 3, fixing the pressure
distribution P(x); see also figure 23.4 of [82] and observe there is clearly no upstream
influence yet. The same analysis applies to dilations F(x) ≤ 0 but only constrictions
F(x) ≥ 0 are discussed henceforth. The pressure gradient is then favourable initially
as the fluid is pressed against the front of the constriction, but on the leeward side
the pressure rises, the skin friction falls rapidly and for sufficiently large h regular
separation occurs. The pressure then remains negative and its variation is quite small
in the ensuing reversed flow, until reattachment takes place with the pressure P there-
after rising to its ultimate downstream value of zero. Next, in the inviscid core II it is
deduced from the behaviour in the viscous layer that
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y3, 0) + Re−2/3(u1, ψ1, p1) + · · · , (39)
for x, y of order one. A substitution process as in (33–35) above then applies. So ψ1










from (4, 5), with u0(y) ≡ y − y2 and boundary conditions
ψ1 = 0 at y = 1
2
(for symmetry), (41)
ψ1 → 0 as x → −∞ (from (31)), (42)
no exponential growth as x → ∞, (43)
ψ1 → P(x) as y =→ 0 + (to match with I). (44)
Solutions for ψ1 are given by [42].
We notice (a) the ordering of the above asymptotic scheme: solve the viscous non-
linear problem in region I first, for P(x); then solve in the inviscid region II for ψ1,
and so on. The ordering is the complete opposite of that originally proposed in clas-
sical treatments for external flows. Here the viscous wall layer fixes the wall pressure
distribution and the wall pressure then drives the small inviscid perturbation in the
core flow by means of its displacement effect in (44). (b) The regularity of the solution
in region I at any separation. (c) The small size of the coreflow disturbance in (39).
(d) The absence of any non-linear upstream response. For, if the constriction starts at
x = 0 as we shall assume henceforth, then
U = Y,  = 1
2
Y 2, P(x) = 0 for x < 0. (45)
The upstream response is only of a linear kind and is due to the feedback from the
ellipticity in the inviscid coreflow II; it is worth considering nevertheless. The solution
of (40–44) gives the typical inviscid slip property
u1 → A1(x) as y → 0+, in x < 0, (46)
in view of (44) with (45). Here the slip velocity or negative displacement A1(x) is
a given function determined from (40–44) (see e.g. (53) below). Hence, upstream
(x < 0) in the viscous layer in I again,
(u, ψ, p) = (Re−1/3Y, 1
2
Re−2/3Y 2, 0) + (Re−2/3U1, Re−11, Re−1 P1(x)) + · · ·
(47)
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and from substitution as in (33–35) again U1, 1, P1 satisfy linear viscous equations
of motion with the outer boundary condition
U1 ∼ −Y 2 + A1(x) as Y → ∞. (48)
So the upstream wall layer response is linear and in particular upstream separation is
not possible yet.
However, in the spirit of this investigation, suppose we let h become large now and
look for the trends of the flow solutions in the regions I, II above. It can be shown mainly
from (38) in fact that P(x) ∼ − 12 h2(F(x))2 when h is large, at least if F ′(x) ≥ 0. The
limit h → ∞ here forms the basis for the study in [79]. So then the core perturbation
ψ1 becomes large and O(h2), from the wall condition (44), implying for the upstream
slip velocity A1(x) = O(h2) also. Therefore in the upstream viscous response (47) the
induced second-order perturbation Re−2/3U1 becomes O(h2 Re−2/3), from (48), and
so is expected to become comparable with the leading term Re−1/3Y of the velocity
u when h grows to order Re1/6, formally.
3.2 Moderate constriction
We consider next, therefore, a symmetric “moderate” constriction of length O(1) still
but of height O(Re−1/6), given by y = hM Re−1/6 F(x), where now 0 < hm < ∞.
The core flow II of Fig. 2 then suffers a larger perturbation than before, Re−1/3 replac-




2 as y → 0+ (49)
holds instead of (44). The constraint (49) follows either from the suggestion above
that P ∼ − 12 h2 F2, or it can be regarded simply as a Taylor series expansion of
the typical inviscid condition ψ → 0 as y → hM Re−1/6 F(x)+. The solution of
(40–43) with (49) gives the upstream form (46) again, and so in the viscous wall layer
I upstream
(u, ψ, p) = (Re−1/3U, Re−2/3, Re−2/3 P(x)) + · · · (for x < 0 only). (50)
Here, from (4, 5), U, , P satisfy the non-linear problem of (36–38) except that
U =  = 0 at Y = 0, (51)
U ∼ Y + A1(x) as Y → ∞, (52)
since F(x) = 0 for x < 0 and from (46). Here, we repeat, the negative displacement
A1(x) is a known function of x .
Other details of the flow structure for this size of disturbance can be worked through
but the upstream effect is the most vital for the following reasons. The displacement
function −A1(x) is given by the infinite series [79,80]
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κn exp(γn x), (53)
where the constants κn depend on the specific constriction shape hM F(x) and the
constants γn are the ordered eigenvalues of (40–42) with (49):
0 < γ1 < γ2 < γ3 < . . . , e.g. γ1 = 5.175.
Analytical and numerical solutions of (36) with (51–53) as in [79] show that first, as
hM → 0, a match with the structure of (32)–(48) for strong constriction is achievable;
second, for hM of O(1) and sufficiently large, upstream regular separation can occur, at
x = xsep say; and, third, when hM → ∞, the core feedback through (52–53) becomes
so severe that this separation is pushed indefinitely far upstream, xsep → −∞. In fact,
consideration of the exponential series in (53) gives us the asymptotic form
xsep ∼ − 2
γ1
ln (hM ) + O(1) as hM → ∞, (54)
since κ1 ∝ h2M . Thus the separation far upstream is a form of free interaction, as
the specific value of κ1 affects only the O(1) contribution or origin shift in (54). Far
upstream for hM large −A1(x) ∼ κ1 exp(γ1x) and from the regular separation process
then a pressure rise of order Re−1/3(P of O(1)) is produced overall, with a breakaway
separation and structure like that of external flow [77,81,82] emerging downstream.
So once again the upstream effect starts to change the whole flow structure.
3.3 Severe constriction
The form (54) provides the key to the flow structure for “severe” constriction, of length
and height both O(1). Formally, for a severe constriction, hM must grow to O(Re1/6)
and so (54) implies separation at a large distance
− x = −xsep = 1
3γ1
ln Re + O(1) (55)
upstream.
The suggestion (55) has been verified by a structural analysis [83] of severely
constricted symmetric flows. Breakaway separation occurs both upstream, as the free
interaction near (55), and on the constriction, via the incompressible triple-deck break-
away [77,81,82]. The Euler equations (4, 8) control the core of the motion, giving
conservation of vorticity along streamlines there, but free streamline conditions of
constant pressure hold along the unknown separated streamlines ψ = 0 present both
upstream and downstream. Between the free streamlines and the wall the recirculatory
motions remain essentially inviscid and slow. The downstream reattachment occurs
far beyond the constriction, when x is O(Re) and the boundary layer equations hold
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because y, u, p are all O(1): see Sect. 2.2. Hence viscous forces can prevent the emer-
gence of a significant recirculating back flow on the body scale x = O(1). Again,
on the constriction the reattachment of the upstream separated shear layer originating
from (55) has only a minor influence on the dominant flow solution since its thickness
rises only slightly from O(Re−1/3) when (55) holds to O(Re−1/3(ln Re)1/3) when
x is O(1). The shear layer velocities are comparable with its thickness and so even a
backward jet emanating from reattachment would force only a small pressure varia-
tion. The separated flow strategy in internal flow therefore appears complete. Between
the first reattachment and the second, triple-deck, separation downstream on the con-
striction the boundary layer has the classical thickness O(Re−1/2) and is subjected to
a favourable pressure gradient until the sudden breakaway at the triple-deck. Beyond
this the O(Re−1/2) separated shear layer surrounds the free streamline ψ0 = 0, at
a constant O(1) negative pressure, and ultimately on the body scale as x → ∞ it
becomes parallel to, while remaining detached from, the undisturbed channel wall.
Solutions for moderately severe, very severe and slowly varying severe constrictions,
and comparisons with experiments and Navier–Stokes calculations, are given by [83]
for axisymmetric pipe flow, while [84,46] compare Navier–Stokes solutions with the
corresponding theory for symmetric channel flow; see also figure 23.5 of [82]. The
comparisons are quite favourable.
Other relevant points are the following. First, if the constriction decays sufficiently
slowly upstream rather than starting abruptly then the upstream separation can be sup-
pressed. Second, a related study of bifurcating channel flow with a single channel flow
dividing into two is given by [85]. We refer forward here to the next section. Third,
there is the question of the flow features produced by a constriction whose dimensions
do not fit exactly with the crucial scales assumed above. Broadly, the procedure is to
suppose that the constriction length l is given, with O(1) ≤ l  Re, say. Then if
the constriction height H is of order hc ≡ Re−1/3l1/3, the earlier work applies. So if
the height is less than O(hc), a linearized version of the earlier work applies instead,
involving the small parameter H/hc. Conversely, if H is greater than O(hc), we must
appeal to the above reasoning and expect a substantial upstream response to be pres-
ent. If l is O(1), the work of above then applies directly or in linearized form. If the
constriction is long, 1  l  Re, then the flow structures of this section still control
matters but, since the main structural length scale is of O(1), only the initial constric-
tion shape on the O(1) length scale influences the upstream response. Therefore, the
upstream response depends on whether this long constriction starts smoothly, or as a
corner, or more abruptly. In any case, further downstream on the O(l) length scale the
flow properties become slowly varying. Similar considerations apply to short-scale
constrictions as in Sect. 2 and to the non-symmetric motions considered in Sect. 6.
The above study for constrictions brings us appropriately on to consideration of
branching next.
4 Branching over short scales
Concerning two-dimensional branchings, in this section we consider the O(1)-length
problem, i.e.
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|x | ∼ 1, (56)
governed mainly by the inviscid system (4, 8) and assuming there is no separation (a
matter discussed in Sect. 3 and below) as such an approach is found to be potentially
useful. This could be with or without vorticity ς (defined as −uy + vx )which is con-
served along streamlines; if ς is zero then (4, 8) lead to Laplace’s equation ∇2ψ = 0
for the stream function ψ and hence to a velocity potential ϕ and to complex variable
theory, which is applied later. This also supports the form (27–29) given earlier.
4.1 Exact solutions
An exact solution can be obtained analytically for the whole branching flow field in
some cases, to check out recurrence results such as (28–29). A central example is the
simple 1-to-2 bifurcation with mother walls a unit distance apart far upstream, daugh-
ters of width h1, h2 diverging at an angle α far downstream and straight sections in
between along with respective velocities 1, u1, u2. The two-dimensional problem is
essentially as in [86] while the analogous three-dimensional problem is tackled later in
Sects. 7.2, 7.3. The far-field velocities are related to the imposed pressures and to each
other by means of (28–29) in two dimensions. The flow situation then can be resolved
using a conformal mapping based on the Schwarz–Christoffel technique giving
dz/dχ =−π−1
{




where complex z = x + iy and real b = uπ/α1 , c = uπ/α2 are constants. The form (57)
acts to determine the complex χ coordinate for a given z. Then the complex potential
w = ϕ + iψ follows from
w = π−1 [ln {(χ + 1)/(χ − c)} − u1h1 ln {(χ + b)/(χ − c)}] . (58)
The velocity profiles from the solution can be evaluated and are similar to the profiles
presented in Sect. 7.3 below, clearly confirming the existence of upstream influence
on the length scale of (56) with the spatial decay rate being 1/π .
Some other exact cases can be found by a similar technique. Most other cases
however are largely computational depending on the particular geometry involved.
4.2 Different features
The vorticity ς is fixed by the input velocity profiles of the far field if there is no
eddying present; this is supposing that as in Sect. 4.1 viscous effects are ignored. With
nonzero vorticity ∇2ψ is no longer zero or even simple in general and so in such cir-
cumstances computational simulation is usually necessary. With constant ς however
some progress can be made based on solving ∇2ψ = constant.
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More study can also be undertaken on the nonlinear recurrence relations such as
(28, 29), for example for more daughters. In the limit of many daughter vessels being




2(π0 − p(y)) + u20
}1/2
H(y)dy = u0h0, (59)
where p(y) denotes the given pressure distribution far downstream across the array of
daughter vessels, dy comes from a uniform stepping across the array normalised here
so that 0 < y < 1, H(y) plays a density role in governing the lateral variation in gap
width downstream, while u0 is again the unknown uniform velocity in the mother far
upstream; compare Sect. 4.4. For example if p(y) = − 12 yp1 for a given constant p1





(T + p1)3/2 − T 3/2
]2
(3h0 p1)
−2 with T = 2π0 + u20 (60)
relates u0 implicitly to the pressure effects π0 and p1. Solutions of the assumed form
exist over a wide range of conditions.
Related progress on various other different features as presented in Fig. 4(i,ii) is
addressed below.
4.3 Linear/nonlinear effects
Multiple branchings with small pressure changes are considered here. The geometry
includes many dividers; each divider has a comparatively thin (Blasius [69]) boundary
layer of thickness O(Re−1/2) from (22) as opposed to the slightly thicker Re−1/3 layer
at the outer wall implied by (30).
This work on the influence of small pressure differentials leads into the stud-
ies in the following sections, as well as into a comparison with direct simulations
in this section. It assumes a nonuniform incident velocity profile u = u0(y) with
zero slip at the walls in the single mother tube upstream and a branching (start-
ing at x = 0) into N daughter tubes downstream [59]. Here u0 depends only on
y and is positive between the upstream outer walls y = 0, 2. The planar geometry
and flow are assumed symmetric about y = 1 for convenience, the overall pres-
sure differentials as imposed from upstream to downstream are taken to be small,
and the outer walls and daughter dividers are all nearly aligned. This is consistent
with a multi-branching flow structure comprising an inviscid core in the mother and
daughter tubes along with thin O(Re−1/2) viscous layers on the dividers and an
O(Re−1/3) viscous outer-wall layer where the divider thicknesses are taken to be of
O(Re−1/3).
The core-flow effect is linear, in keeping with the relatively small changes pro-
duced by the small pressure differences and near-alignment, so that u − u0(y) is
small and equal to Re−1/3u˜(x, y) say with u˜ of O(1). This 13 scaling is due to the
divider thicknesses. Hence the small-perturbation system (40) now applies for ψ˜ ,
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Fig. 4 Branchings over short length scales. (i) Core and viscous wall layer results showing divider shape
dvdr, wall shape gsh, interactive effect B, pressure and wall shear, for two cases 1, 2. (ii) Dual solutions
for the daughter-vessel velocity profiles ui , in effect for the branch junction of Fig. 1, given mother and
daughter pressures and shapes and N = 8
where u˜ = ∂ψ˜/∂y, with the stream function perturbation ψ˜ being zero far upstream
and along y = 0, 1 (except possibly for y = 1, x > 0). Also, if the divider walls are
given by y = yn + Re−1/3 f ±n (x) to N , with yn, f ±n (x) prescribed, while cn denotes
the scaled mass flux value for the nth. divider, then
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ψ˜ = −u0(yn) f ±n (x) + at y = yn ± . (61)
The condition (61) is the tangential-flow constraint. The geometry of the branching is
prescribed by the scaled divider shapes fn and scaled outer wall shape fW . The inter-
nal viscous layers and the outer wall shape fW ≡ f +0 alike have negligible influence
so far. The solution for ψ˜(x, y) yields a scaled slip velocity uw equal to u˜(x, 0), i.e.,
∂ψ˜/∂y(x, 0), at the outer wall.
The outer wall-layer flow is nonlinear (similarly to that in Sect. 3.1). It has
y = Re−1/3(Y + fW (x)) and u, p are Re−1/3U, Re−2/3 P(x) to leading order, leav-
ing the boundary layer system (4, 14) for U, , P with U = ∂/∂Y , ∂ P/∂Y zero
and Re unity. The boundary conditions are as in (36)–(38) except that
U ∼ λ {Y + B(x)} as Y → ∞, B ≡ λ−1uW (x) + fW (x), (62)
in view of the matching with the core. As in Sect. 3.1 the system allows separation/flow
reversal, if it occurs, to be regular since P is an unknown.
The argument extends to three-dimensional branchings as described in [87], but
these induce a logarithmic effect (where any divider meets the outer wall) in the core
which limits the applicability of the theory in the present setting: compare Sects. 3, 5.
There are many interesting features. Concerning results, an example is in Fig. 4(i),
while [59] focus attention on three specific planar branchings of interest.
• The first is for two large daughters with symmetry about y = 1, see Fig. 5(i). In
this branching the core problem (40) can be solved directly by using a Fourier
transform in x , to enable the influences of geometric shapes, the incoming velocity
profile, the daughter width relative to the mother width, and so on, to be examined.
The core solution produces the inviscid slip distributions uW shown in Fig. 5(ii)
for several different u0 profiles and a given divider shape, a noteworthy feature
being the similarity between the distributions. Feeding uW into the viscous wall-
layer problem via (62) then yields the results for outer wall shear and pressure
shown in Fig. 5(iii). These are for several distinct cases 1–7, in each of which the
shapes of the central divider (dvdr) and the wall (gsh) are indicated. Cases 1, 2 are
examples that have an overall area expansion due to the branching which provokes
an adverse pressure gradient and shear reduction downstream, leading in one case
to outer-wall separation/flow reversal. Cases 3, 4 have area expansions which are
different in geometrical detail, again causing a trend towards flow reversal with a
relatively long recirculating eddy downstream, but upstream the effects are oppo-
site to those of cases 1, 2. Cases 5–7 yield an overall contraction of area, which
forces a favourable pressure gradient and wall-shear increase downstream.
• The second specific branching is for a small daughter as shown in Fig. 6(i), where
α is the daughter width scaled relative to the mother width. The core solution yields
the results for uW /c1 presented in Fig. 6(ii) as α is varied. The results confirm in
particular that most of the change in uW occurs within a short distance O(α) of
the daughter mouth when α is small, e.g. 0.1 or less, the other distinguished length
scale being O(1) ahead of and after the mouth. Over the latter global scale the full
profile u0 has effect but the daughter acts as a sink-like disturbance at the wall,
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Fig. 5 i Symmetric branching flow: MW is the width of the mother-vessel, DW is that of the daughter.
ii Scaled slip velocity (contributing to the negative displacement effect) induced at outer wall in three cases,
versus x. iii Further cases, showing the induced scaled displacement, pressure and shear stress at the outer
wall
whereas over the O(α) local scale the details of the daughter mouth are apparent
and only the incident shear flow λy drives the local flow. Properties in this specific
branching prompt the work in Sect. 5.1.
• Third is the branching for many small daughters as illustrated in Fig. 7(i), where
N  1 but α  1. Now the solution in the inviscid core gives in detail the uW
results in Fig. 7(ii) as N increases: uW is plotted instead of uW /c1 for clarity. Here
again length scales of orders unity and α operate. The mother flow ahead of the
multi-branching at x = 0 poses a half-range problem in which the pressure at
x = 0− is given, being prescribed by the individual daughter flows each of which
tends to act alone; between them is the O(α) region at each daughter mouth.
Associated wall-layer features are shown in [59], indicating in particular that this
multi-branching can permit enhanced turning of the overall flow without significant
flow reversal. The findings prompt the study in Sect. 4.4.
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Fig. 5 continued
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Fig. 6 i With a divider near an outer wall. ii Outer-wall slip velocities or negative displacements. See [59]
In addition, qualitative comparisons can be made with the direct numerical simulations
of the Navier–Stokes equations in [87] over their Re-range 200 to 1200, for a fixed
geometry with typical turning angle α = π/6 at successive wedge-like branchings. At
Re = 200, 500 confined recirculatory eddies are found in their Fig. 3 at most of the
outer walls after each branching, and the eddy lengths increase with increasing Re.
In contrast, the wall shear is enhanced both on the outer wall ahead of the branching
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Fig. 7 i With many daughter vessels. ii Streamlines produced in the core motion and related solution
properties. See [59]
and on the inner divider wall. The reversed-flow trend is such that at Re = 900, 1200
one outer-wall eddy extends downstream to the next branching and joins with the next
outer-wall eddy, while others continue to elongate. (A new eddy also forms at Re of
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1200). These features of the simulations are supportive of the theory for branching
as in the first bullet point above which does indeed predict increased outer-wall flow
reversal as Re increases; see also ([87], figure 4). The theory further predicts (e.g.
see Fig. 5(iii)) enhanced wall shear upstream of branching and on the dividers, as in
the simulations [87]. Moreover the extra turning produced by successive branchings
in [87] without excessive reversals arising also is in keeping with the theory for the
third bullet point above. The comparative smallness of the critical Re for flow rever-
sal, about 100, for an α value of π/6 in [87] is not inconsistent with the predicted
O(Re−1/3) scale for α. Further comments and comparisons are presented in Sect. 4.5.
4.4 Substantial changes in cross section
In this kind of multi-branching the scaled pressure differentials are O(1) and the local
geometry is not necessarily slender, by contrast with the branching flows studied in
Sect. 4.3. This account again builds on length scales described in Sect. 2.2 but the
focus is on the local scale (56).
The theory here based on that in [88] is for planar flow in the branching geometry
of Fig. 1. In nondimensional terms, a single mother tube, of width 1 and containing
fully developed incident flow of unknown total mass flux λ, branches locally into N
daughter tubes of total width A¯ (‘area’) at large positive x ; in the figure N is 5. The
exit velocities u1 to uN in the daughters are unknown. The branching shape involves
arbitrary O(1) slopes and is prescribed, as are the daughter pressures π1 to πN down-
stream, which are measured relative to the upstream mother pressure. The latter is
taken as zero. The orders of magnitude point to an inviscid response (4, 12) in the
absence of significant separation.
Conservation of mass and pressure head apply in each daughter, effectively as
in (27–29), to determine λ under various area and pressure settings by means of a set
of nonlinear recurrence relations and ordinary differential equations, with all the ui
for i = 1 to N being assumed positive. One significant overall property comes from
using an integration of dy = dψ/u in effect, incorporating (27–29) indirectly and








{ψ ′0(ψ−10 (ψ))2 − 2πi }1/2
, (63)
where the size of the incident stream-function profile ψ0 is to be found (i.e. the factor
λ is to be determined) together with the stream-function values ψ±i on the walls of
each daughter. The calculated response of λ as the prescribed area A¯ is varied is given
in Fig. 8(i) for two types of pressure settings. The first has all the pressures πi being
negative, in which case a unique non-separated flow is predicted for any N through-
out the interval 0 < A¯ < 1; the figure shows results for a range of N values along
with asymptotes labelled I–III which stem from (4.1) for A¯ → 0, A¯ → 1, N → ∞
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Fig. 8 Multi-branching [88].
i Mass flux versus flow area in
two major scenarios; the second
includes dual solutions. ii The
dependence of the mass flux on
the number N of daughter
vessels, in four cases
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respectively and provide a comparison. This type allows no solution if A¯ is unity since
the implied increase in u2 and hence u is then incompatible with the total mass-flux
requirement. The second type has at least one πi being positive and that leads to
restrictions on the left and right as non-separated flow is found to be impossible if A¯ is
too small or too large; non-uniqueness can also arise then, as indicated in our Fig. 4(ii)
which demonstrates the notably different flow profiles predicted downstream. Con-
cerning the restrictions above, in practice the flow may separate substantially or the
velocity ui may be reversed for some i values, negating the above analysis: see direct
simulations below and the comments at the end of the paper. Figure 8(ii) shows the
dependence of λ on N for given pressure settings all of the second type and given area
A¯, in four cases (i)–(iv). A remarkable feature is the linear increase of the total flux λ
with increasing number of daughters N , in every case, for N above about 4. This and
the asymptotes mentioned previously are analyzed in [88].
In broader terms, for instance in a complete network model, the πi values them-
selves are governed by interaction between the shorter-scale inviscid problem above
and the viscous development over the longer O(Re) length scale (Sect. 2.2). This
feedback is akin to that in the side-branching studied in Sect. 5.1, and [88] investigates
one example of it.
4.5 Direct simulations and comparisons
Direct numerical simulations are included here, along with comparisons and comments
on “steal” for example. There is fair agreement as Re increases.
Near a multi-branching junction, the flow response over streamwise lengths (56)
is expected to matter most when Re is medium to large. To test this expectation, we
first describe a numerical investigation of the full viscous problem (4–7) for such a
junction. The system is subject to the boundary conditions of no slip at all the fixed
solid surfaces and of unidirectional flow sufficiently far upstream. Thus in particular
ux = 0, v = 0, p = p−∞ at x = x−∞, (64)
ux = 0, v = 0, p = p∞ in the N daughters at x = x∞. (65)
Here x−∞, x∞ are the end station values, suitably far upstream and downstream respec-
tively, while the zeros of ∂u/∂x, v in (64, 65) correspond strictly to those stations being
infinitely far upstream and downstream. This allows necessary flexibility regarding the
inflow and outflow, although near-Poiseuille flow is generally found to emerge any-
way in the results at medium Re values. The values p−∞, p∞ are the prescribed end
pressures upstream and downstream, N is the number of daughter channels, and the
walls of the mother channel upstream are given by y = ±1, for x < 0. The branching
itself occurs at x = 0. In each daughter, where x > 0, the coordinate y is again defined
as perpendicular to the daughter wall. The mass flux in total through the mother and
through the daughters is unknown. The branching geometry is to allow for expansions
and contractions but by means of straight sections of channel. The branching flow was
treated by a direct finite difference method [60]. The end stations were usually taken
at −1, 1 as fundamental cases. Reduced downstream areas were obtained (i.e. A < 1)
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Fig. 9 Directly simulated branching flow. (i), (ii) For varying downstream areas and Reynolds numbers,
along with a comparison with mathematical analysis. (iii)–(v) The effects of geometry and pressure settings
on the branching flows
by closing off some of the downstream area nearest the outer wall, effectively shutting
off a daughter tube.
Solutions are presented in Fig. 9(i–v). A typical case required around 500 iterations
to converge to within a small tolerance. As Re increased, substantial under-relaxation
was necessary to achieve a converged solution. The grid size was generally taken to be
0.05 in both directions, but refinement was used to ensure accuracy of the solution. To
help resolve the thin wall layers present, the results below Re = 200 have a grid size
refined to 0.02, although they are virtually identical to those from the coarser mesh in
terms of velocity profiles and through flow.
The results can be compared with the limit analysis of Sect. 4.4. Thus Fig. 9(i)
compares the through flow generated over a range of downstream areas A as predicted
by analysis [88] and by the current finite Re method. It shows the case N = 11 for
Re ranging from 10 to 60. The comparisons indicate fair agreement as Re increases.
Further comparisons are presented in [50], including cases where flow is forced down
a daughter tube against the pressure gradient; that is, with one daughter pressure higher
than the upstream pressure while the other daughters have a low pressure. Forward
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flow is obtained in all daughters in some cases. This phenomenon is also found in the
inviscid theory of Sect. 4.4. Figure 9(ii) shows velocity profiles obtained at Re = 70
for a case with N = 5. Figure 9(iii–v) present results for a mother splitting into just
two daughter branches at Re = 200. Figure 9(iii) shows the u velocity profiles for
various divider positions with downstream pressures being equal in each daughter.
At these medium Reynolds numbers near Poiseuille flow emerges at the inlet and,
after some deformation as the branch splits, the solution appears to settle back into
near Poiseuille flow very quickly after the bifurcation. We note here that such a fully
developed motion upstream and downstream is not assumed a priori; it emerges at
these Re values. At large Re, the downstream influence length or entry length has
the well-known long scale O(Re) as in Sect. 2.2, whereas the upstream influence
length is usually of order Re1/7 as in Sect. 6, consistent with the present numerical
results. Figure 9(iv) provides the u profiles with equal downstream sizes but varying
the lower daughter pressure from p = 0 (the symmetric case) to p = −30. As might
be expected, when p is decreased the flow through that daughter, and the entire system,
is increased. Finally, Fig. 9(v) displays the through flow in each case. For the varying
area ratios, the nearer to the symmetric case the less through flow is generated for a
given pressure distribution. In the varying pressure case, the through flow increases
seemingly linearly with the magnitude of the overall pressure drop.
5 Branchings with viscous–inviscid or long-short interactions
The coming sub-sections on two-dimensional branchings cover examples where inter-
action may play a substantial role, either via a balance between viscous and inertial
effects or via feedback between long and short length scales. These are summarised
in Fig. 10 (i,ii) and concern a side-branch in Sect. 5.1, larger networks in Sect. 5.2 and
then wall layers in Sect. 5.3, leading to many interesting features.
5.1 Side-branching
The axial scale
|x | ∼ 1, (66)
is again active here, with the thickness scale being that in (30). The wall-layer sys-
tem (4, 12) applies in the mother vessel close to its wall and in the side branch which
is a small daughter vessel. A novel feature however is due to the action of “jump”
effects which arise over a shorter length scale
|x | ∼ Re−1/3 (67)
and these provoke long-scale/short-scale interaction effectively, as in Fig. 5, together
with an interesting balance of Euler forces (4, 8) and lubrication forces (4, 13, 21) in
certain situations associated with high decay rates in the axial direction.
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(ii)
(i)
Fig. 10 Branchings with interaction. i For a side-branching: sample streamlines in the mother, some of
which enter the side-branch daughter vessel; wall shear stress along outer (lower) wall from present the-
ory and from direct numerical computation; wall pressure from theory and direct computation. ii For the
enlarged network of Sect. 5.2
The study here of slender side-branching stems from the special case (ii) in Sect. 4.3
and again has potentially wide generic application. The work is based on [61] and con-
nects with that in Sects. 3, 4. Now however the pressure differences imposed are taken
to be relatively substantial and the size of the small daughter or side-branch is reduced
such that it all lies within the viscous near-wall layer as in our Fig. 10(i). The essen-
tial difference in modelling between smaller and more substantial pressure changes,
in the present setting, is that here a viscous–inviscid balance of effects describes the
motion almost everywhere. Figure 11(i) shows a three-dimensional side branch, while
Fig. 11(ii) shows the two-dimensional case, with the mother-flow regions (i), (ii), in
the present nondimensional form based on the incident shear and the main streamwise
length scale of the branching. The incident mother shear flow is uniform because of
the near-wall position and size of daughter. The imposed pressure within the daugh-
ter at some position x = x2 downstream of the daughter entrance x1 is denoted by
P∞, the mother pressure upstream being taken as zero, and f1 − f4 are the known
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Fig. 11 With a small side-branch [61]. i Three-dimensional version. ii Two-dimensional version, including
the various regions and shape functions. iii Direct simulation results for pressure and streamlines
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normalized wall shapes, again in coordinates x and normalized y or Y , whereas the
scaled thickness a1 of mother fluid that is entrained into the daughter is unknown.
The constants λ, L∗/ l∗ denote the normalized shear and a ratio of the daughter-mouth
dimensions respectively. Figure 11(iii) presents a result from a direct simulation at a
moderate value of Re, showing the wall pressures. Most noteworthy is the apparent
jump or rapid spatial change in pressure close to the mouth of the side-branch.
The explanation for the jump is as follows. For sufficiently large Re the slender-layer
equations (4, 12) hold almost everywhere, subject to standard boundary conditions of
no slip at each wall, and these suggest parabolic dependence in the direction forward
from the uniform-shear condition given upstream. Yet such a parabolic dependence
on its own must usually violate the required downstream condition
P− = P∞ at x = x2 (68)
in the side branch, in which the pressure is P−. The only resolution for this is that a
discontinuity (jump) has to be present, specifically at the mouth x = x1±, achieved
by means of a local essentially inviscid Euler zone as in (4, 8) which conserves mass
and pressure head as in (27–29), so that
 and P + 1
2
U 2 are conserved (69)
along streamlines; then P,U 2 individually can jump across the zone (x → x1±). The
jump here is supported by the local configuration of the surfaces f1, f3, f4 combined
with the incident shear. A jump cannot be sustained across any station x other than x1.
Again there are interesting features to focus on. The system (4, 14) incorporat-
ing (68, 69), and thus predicting jumps in P and wall shear τW or τ , was solved
numerically in two and three dimensions by rapid forward marching, sample results
being given in Figs. 12(i–iii) for steady planar motion. Also presented are analytical
results for comparison. Figure 12(ii) of then shows comparisons with direct simula-
tion results for pressure and wall shear at moderate Re for an individual case, while
Fig. 12(iii) covers a range of cases (corresponding to different entrainment values)
according to the model and compares with the direct simulation values obtained for
two of those cases; see also our Fig. 5(i). The agreement is encouraging throughout.
The study in [61] additionally includes unsteady, three-dimensional and higher
suction effects. This last effect provokes a sink-like behaviour at the branch mouth,
the sink strength increasing with P∞ and hence with a1 and gradually generating
substantial upstream influence. The influence is favourable, in the sense of reducing
or suppressing any upstream separation. Downstream separation allows some fluid
particles to flow past the side-branch before being dragged back into it.
5.2 Larger networks
The second configuration to be addressed in this section concerns the large network
analysis of [60] for successive bifurcations from one mother to two daughters, four
grand-daughters and so on. The two principal length scales axially now are
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Fig. 12 With a small side-branch [61]. (i)–(iii) Theoretical/analytical results in various cases and compar-
isons with direct simulations
|x | ∼ 1 and |x | ∼ Re. (70)
The approach involves units which comprise the comparatively thin vessels acting in
essence over a long viscous scale and hence governed by (4, 12, 13) or (4, 13, 21),
joined together by means of short-scale junctions where inviscid responses similar
to (28, 29) are appropriate.
For the network (Fig. 10(ii)), we presume the pressure drop between the original
entrance and the end vessels furthest downstream is known, as well as the details of
all vessels (resistance and diameter, etc.), and we seek the total flux. The flux and
pressure drop through individual vessels can then be calculated. The generic model
makes some central assumptions. First, the flow is planar. Second, a long-short scale
split is exploited. The dynamics in individual vessels are over such a long scale that
fluid inertia may be neglected, so that a fully developed Poiseuille profile (26) holds.
Hence, the pressure drop over a vessel is proportional to the flux through it, or to the
mean velocity at its entrance. In a sense, that is the far-field view.
In contrast, the flow locally at the junctions (i.e. in the near-field) is so spatially rapid
as to be governed by inviscid dynamics as in Sect. 4.4. Here vorticity and pressure head
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Fig. 12 continued
are conserved along a streamline, which with mass conservation allows calculation
of the downstream velocity profiles along with nonlinear expressions for the pressure
drops suffered on passing into the downstream vessels. These profiles then develop
into the Poiseuille profile (26) owing to viscous action on an intermediate scale that
is short compared with the present vessel length as noted in Sect. 5.1.
The short-long dynamics are combined through the global condition of given total
pressure drop from the original mother to any end vessel, giving a nonlinear sys-
tem for the flux in every vessel. In principle, this system is solvable but here, in an
attempt to understand the entire network, we make a third assumption of replacing the
incoming Poiseuille profile at a given branch by a uniform plug flow with the same
mass flux. This assumption approximates the second above as [88] in Sect. 4.4 shows
that it emerges naturally for increasingly large numbers of downstream branches for N
above approximately three. Additional comparisons show that this simplification gives
results similar to those from the full equations in cases where the flow remains forward
and, equally important, is asymptotically correct in the limit of an equal division of the
oncoming mass flux into the downstream vessels. In addition, we restrict consideration
to junctions with net cross-sectional area decrease to prevent separation. Neverthe-
less, area increase can be accommodated here by means of the longer-scale (far-field)
geometry, where the model allows slow variation in an individual vessel width over
its length when the flow remains attached, thereby accommodating networks where
the net area increases.
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The network thus consists of a concatenation of units (Fig. 10(ii)), with a single
parent vessel upstream. A unit has the downstream end of that parent vessel, splitting
into two over a short scale, and the full extent of the two downstream vessels. A ves-
sel identified by subscript n (with the original mother having n = 1) has upstream
width sn and downstream width κn . The pressure drop along its length (effectively in









is the vessel resistance. The integration is along the vessel length ln , measured by x ,
and sn(x) is the local cross-section. Lengths are normalized on the network’s mother
vessel cross-section d∗, so that s1 = 1. We require ln  1, and now Re = d∗U∗/ν,
so that ln/Re is presumed to be O(1) or more. The scale U∗ is implicitly defined
through an insistence that r1 = 1. The far-field result in (71) then stems from the
Reynolds lubrication equation derived using (4, 13, 21). In contrast, across a junction
(the near-field) the pressure head p + U 2/2 is constant, where U is the averaged
velocity. See (27–29). The pressure drop between the downstream ends of the parent,
with subscript, n, and of a daughter, with subscript m is
m = 1
2
(U 2m − U 2n /e2n) + rmUm, (72)
where en = κn/sn , which is greater than unity if a vessel widens along its length. The




(U 2l − U 2n /e2n) + rlU1, snUn = smUm + slUl . (73)
These equations determine Un , given a knowledge or guess of m,l . Knowing the
total pressure drop across the network allows the simultaneous calculation of these
local pressure drops and the velocities in each vessel. The resulting system is quadrat-
ically nonlinear and may be solved by Newton iteration.
Analytical progress can be made if the imposed pressure drops across the network
are identical and the vessels at each generation i are similar. The limit N → ∞
with N now the total number of generations and i = q N , 0 ≤ q < 1, 2si/si−1 =
(1 − b˜(q)/N ), ri = r˜(q)/N , ei = 1 + e˜(q)/N , yields the ordinary differential equa-
tions
d P/dq = r˜u + (b˜ + e˜)u2, du/dq = b˜u,
with Ui = u(q) and with P(q) denoting the pressure drop between the mouth and the
current generation, as illustrated by (71–73). The change in subscript is to distinguish
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Fig. 13 (i) (ii) (iii) Multi-generational branching model and analytical results
between generations rather than between vessels. The velocity U0 into the parent is





r˜ γ˜ dq + U 20
1∫
0








in this example. In less simple cases computation is necessary.
In two sample calculations based on (71–73) a single input vessel splits into 32
downstream (see Fig. 13(i)). In Fig. 13(ii) the viscous resistance r for each vessel is
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half that at the previous generation, and at each bifurcation, the total cross-section of
the network is reduced by a factor of 0.9. We should recall that the individual vessel
resistance depends on both width and length. Further, the pressure drop across the left-
hand side of the tree is fixed at 5, while that across the right, P3 is varied. The fluxes
through each half, Q2, Q3, and through the whole network Q1, are plotted together
with the velocities into each vessel U1,2,3. The minimum P3 is approximately 1.25,
corresponding to no flow through the right side (zero flow at the first bifurcation). The
upper value is approximately 6.65. Above this value, the flow decelerates into the left
half and we can expect flow separation. In Fig. 13(iii) the pressure drop is 5 for all
vessels, but in the right half each vessel has its cross-section increased by a factor F .
The vessel lengths are varied so that the viscous resistance remains unaltered. The
velocities at corresponding generations through the two halves of the network remain
equal, although the fluxes do not. As F → 0, the flux into the right branch vanishes
as expected, although the velocity does not. For F > 1.22, the flow decelerates into
both halves at the first junction.
5.3 Wall layers
It is observed that viscous–inviscid interaction occurs in many of the wall layers pres-
ent, notably those of Sects. 4, 5.1, 6. The general features of wall layers are exemplified
by those cases, in all of which the boundary-layer or wall-layer equations (4, 12, 13)
play an important part. The pressure remains unknown in advance or adjustable in
each case. A related feature holds within the following section.
6 Upstream influence
It is enlightening to examine further the extent of upstream influence due to a branch
junction in general, just as it is for a constriction as examined in Sect. 8 of [77], i.e.
how far ahead is the incident flow substantially aware of the presence of a junction?
The following sub-sections describe non-symmetric channel flow (Sect. 6.1), which
admits a long range of upstream influence, developing networks (Sect. 6.2) and several
other cases which allow only a shorter length of upstream effect (Sect. 6.3).
6.1 In non-symmetric channels
The case of viscous–inviscid interaction of [89] is on nonsymmetric branchings pro-
ducing a network. This has the unusual axial scale
|x | ∼ Re1/7, (75)
mainly. The reason for the scale (75) originates from (35). In the core the veloc-
ity perturbation in u is proportional to the displacement of u0(y) and so is of order
Re−1/3x1/3, forcing a perturbation of order Re−1/3x−2/3 in v by virtue of continuity.
The y-momentum contribution then implies that p ∼ py ∼ Re−1/3x−5/3 since y is
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Fig. 14 Networks with upstream influence. Outer wall pressures P and effective thicknesses B for junctions
at x = 0 (left) and x = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4 (right)
of O(1). This pressure force should be compared with the induced near-wall pressure
force which is of order Re−2/3x2/3 because of the inertia-pressure-viscous balance
in the wall layer. The comparison gives us the result (75). The ensuing structure is
all in one in a sense, giving a neat complete solution, but there is Euler-type jumping
present as well, as follows.
Moving on to the issue of networks, then, we describe modelling of a planar network
of bifurcating tubes as in Fig. 14 starting at x = 0. The idea stems from constriction
studies similar to those in Section 3. The upstream-influence length scale axially [43]
is written O(−1) where 7 is 1/Re and is small. The thin viscous layer at the lower
outer wall near y = 0 then has thickness of order 2 and (4, 12, 13) hold there in
re-scaled terms with Re replaced by unity. The boundary conditions required are
u ∼ λ0(y + A(x)) as y → ∞, (76)
no slip at y = f (x), (77)
where the positive constant λ0 or λ stands for the scaled incident wall shear and f (x)
now denotes the given lower-wall shape. If we ignore upstream influence for now
(it is included subsequently), the negative boundary-layer displacement A(x) can be
obtained to within a factor related to the mass flux by the core-flow solution valid
outside the wall layer; see below. In that case the viscous wall-layer problem deter-
mines the 4 scaled wall pressure p to within a constant.
6.2 Developing analytical networks
The article describes here 1-to-2 and various 1-to-many networks.
Suppose first that we have a single 1-to-2 branching. The inviscid core then within
the lower daughter acts mostly as if distinct from that in the upper daughter and like-
wise for the viscous upper wall layer, over the present length scales. In the lower
daughter core, the pressure is of order 4 and the stream-function expands as
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 = 0(y) + 2{A(x)u0(y) + λ20(y)} + · · · (78)
where 0 is λ0(y2/2 − y3/3) and u0 is λ0(y − y2), corresponding to the fully devel-
oped Poiseuille flow in the absence of any bifurcation, whereas the constant λ2 is an
unknown associated with the altered mass flux. The undeveloped viscous layers on the
internal dividers of the daughters have negligible impact on the flow (they are passive
as in Sect. 4.3), implying a tangential flow condition on the given divider underside
y = c0 − 2T0(x) say. Taking T0(0) as zero without loss of generality thus yields the
classical thin-channel result
A(x) = T0(x) + K0, for x > 0, (79)
(since u0(c0) is nonzero) which determines the function A(x) to within the additive
constant K0. Similarly, upstream influence present in the mother tube yields a free-
interaction behaviour [43]
A(x) = K eκx , for x < 0, (80)
where κ is a known positive constant and (3.4) represents an elliptic effect. (This
problem of the 1-to-2 case is treated by a Wiener–Hopf technique in [44,85].) A novel
feature due to the presence of the bifurcation (branching junction) however is that an
axial jump in displacement can occur across the daughter entrances from 0− to 0+,
as in earlier examples. The jump is admissible and in fact necessary due to the set
pressures upstream and downstream [61,90]. At the outer walls in particular, where
the incident velocity is close to zero, the viscous layers allow the Bernoulli quan-
tity p + u2/2 to be conserved as required along each local inviscid streamline as
in Sect. 5.1 by means of a scaled pressure jump, in this case λ20(K
2 − K 20 )/2. The
jumps are smoothed out over a shorter axial scale by an Euler region of length O(1)
in x [61,90], which provides some direct communication between the two daughters
and the mother. The feature that K , K0 are unequal in general allows adjustment of
K0 in order to allow the lower-daughter pressure to satisfy the downstream pressure
conditions, and likewise for the upper daughter.
Second, suppose a 1-to 4 network. Then another new feature appears as follows.
Again attention can be restricted to a lower part, consisting now of a daughter described
essentially earlier on and two granddaughters which begin at x = x1 > 0. The lower
of these granddaughters is also described essentially as before. The upper one however
must suffer higher typical pressure variations of order 2 such that
 = 0(y) + 2{D(x)u0(y) + λ2[0(y) − 0(c1)]} + · · · (81)
where c1 − 2T1(x), c1 + 2S1(x) are the underside and topside respectively of the
divider between these two granddaughters and
D(x) = −p1(x)
∫
u−20 dy − S1(x) + γ1. (82)
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The integral is from c1 to y, while the 2 scaled pressure p1 and the constant γ1 are
unknown. The novel feature here is that another jump must usually occur, namely in
pressure across the entrance of the upper granddaughter from x1− to x1+. This again
is admissible, as the incident velocity is nonzero at all y heights of that granddaughter,
allowing the Bernoulli property to be maintained along each streamline. This active
jump is also smoothed out on a shorter axial scale by an O(1) Euler region in x − x1.
(Overall this is another type of ellipticity.) As a result, it is found that a jump is also
induced in the effective A(x) function here which although still similar to (79, 80)
now has
A(x) = K eκx , (discontinuity), T0(x) + K0, (discontinuity), T1(x) + K1 (83)
The doubly discontinuous form (83) then drives the viscous wall-layer response by
means of the constraint (76). The displacement constants K0, K1 in (83) are controlled
not only by the outermost (lower granddaughter) imposed pressure downstream but
also by the inner (upper) granddaughter pressure imposed downstream.
Third, suppose a 1-to-8 network. Again consider its lower part. Yet another new
feature enters as this new generation can contain some inner bifurcations which have
nonzero incident velocity throughout and so can provoke the higher O(2) pressure
(and jumps) all the way across in y as well as for long distances axially upstream and
downstream, while outermost bifurcations continue the earlier established trend. One
case, to focus attention, has the triply discontinuous form
A(x) = as in (83), then a discontinuity, then T2(x) + K2. (84)
The three constants K0, K1, K2 however depend on the four pressures imposed down-
stream in the four great-granddaughters (of this lower part) via the higher pressure
responses and pressure jump occurring in the (implied) inner bifurcation as just
described. The forms alternative to (84) in a 1-to-8 network depend on the relative
positioning of each divider, making either (83) or a four-times discontinuous form
hold.
Larger/generalized networks produce similar effects, i.e. potentially many discon-
tinuities in the negative displacement A(x) which, along with f (x), forces the viscous
layer by means of (76) and induces discontinuities in the wall pressure(s). The viscous
layer is nonlinear in general, requiring numerical solution and admitting separation as
in Sect. 3. By virtue of Prandtl’s transposition theorem, the solution depends only on
the effective thickness (A + f )[= B say], thus giving wide application.
For small B, a linearized form applies and gives merely small discontinuities in
pressure as in Fig. 14. A contraction of the outermost tube width broadly leads to a
favourable pressure gradient and increasing wall shear, and expansion to an adverse
pressure gradient with decreasing wall shear, as expected, but the discontinuities due
to the branching junctions can counteract those trends. Concerning the biomedical
applications mentioned in Sect. 1, the presence of multiple jumps in the solution(s) is
likewise intriguing, especially if coupled with separation in nonlinear and/or unsteady
cases.
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6.3 Other cases
With regard to other relevant cases, the recent work of [91] on two-phase flow through
constrictions or branches is based on the ideas of the linear and nonlinear effects for
the core and wall layers as studied in Sect. 4.3. The axial length scale here is that of
order unity. Next, upstream influence is also seen in the exact branching-flow solution
in Sect. 4.1, as well as in Sect. 4.3, both again with the axial scale being of order
unity. Finally for now, we see upstream influence in the Euler-jump effects described
in Sect. 4, whereas we have shorter length scales involved in the upstream influence of
side branching, and in three dimensions the crucial length scales are broadly similar
with only a few exceptions.
7 In three dimensions
Internal flows in three spatial dimensions are usually quite difficult to handle the-
oretically and the corresponding research area remains at the frontier in terms of
understanding. For constriction there has been fair progress as in Sect. 7.1 below. For
branchings part of the reason for the difficulty in theoretical progress is simply that in
three dimensions fluid particles can move about so much more than in two dimensions.
Thus within the inviscid setting of Sect. 4 for example we cannot readily say in advance
whether a given fluid particle entering in the incident mother-vessel flow will end up
inside daughter one or daughter two far downstream, in general. An exception may be
made for particles moving (in the inviscid sense) along the walls. Nor can we say how
much rotation there will be in the cross-sectional part of the motion in either of the
daughters downstream. So analogues of the relations (28, 29) are not obtained readily.
We discuss some specific examples below.
7.1 Constrictions
We begin then with steady constricted flow. The first crucial size of three-dimensional
constriction, in an otherwise straight pipe of circular cross-section (r = 1), is of height
O(Re−1/3) in the radial (r) direction with the length scales in the streamwise (x) and
azimuthal (θ) directions both being O(1): thus
|x | ∼ 1, |θ | ∼ 1. (85)
Then the three-dimensional boundary layer equations (4, 12, 13) govern the viscous
wall layer response, with the streamwise, radial and azimuthal velocities at leading
order being
Re−1/3U, −Re−2/3V, Re−1/3W (86)
respectively, while Y, Z stand for Re1/3(1− r), θ in turn and the pressure is Re−2/3 P
(x, θ) + · · ·. The no-slip condition applies to U, V, W at the constriction surface
Y = h f (x, θ) along with the outer condition
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(divider at theta = pi /2)










Fig. 15 Three-dimensional flows. (i) For a constriction: typical particle trajectories; axial wall shear τ1
and pressure P for height parameter h = 1 (solid curves) and h = 1.5 (circles, triangles, the latter to dem-
onstrate grid effects); flow reversal is evident in the lee of the constriction for h = 1.5 as the dashed curve
then corresponds to Z = θ = 1 whereas all other curves are for Z = θ = 0. (ii) Diagram of bifurcation into
two semi-circular daughters, as example of the situations in Sects. 7.2, 7.3: strictly the divergence angles
are small but in practice the theory works for α, β up to 60◦. (iii) For pressure-driven branching motion
with junction at x = 0 and two daughters: θ -profiles of the induced wall pressure P at different x stations
as indicated; the divider is situated at (theta =) θ = π/2 and −π/2 with solution symmetry about θ = 0
U ∼ Y + 0, W → 0 as Y → ∞. (87)
The lack of displacement for U in (87) is necessary for consistency within the invis-
cid core flow where the oncoming motion, e.g. the Poiseuille form u = (1 − r2)/2,
is only slightly disturbed as in Sect. 3.1. The constriction surface is given by r =
1 − Re−1/3h f (x, θ) and the flow solution must have period 2π in θ .
As before, one of the primary aims is to keep track of the flow response as the dis-
turbance increases in size. Thus [30] examines the linearized flow solutions holding
for small h, followed by [28,29] (see also [92]) who calculate solutions for h of O(1)
including some with regular three-dimensional separations present as in Fig. 15(i)
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and discuss the gradual change from three- to two-dimensional separated flow as
the θ -scale of the obstacle varies. The flow structure includes a non-linear upstream
response which is three-dimensional in its origins since the corresponding two-dimen-
sional flow of Sect. 3 produces no such upstream interaction. An investigation of this
upstream response alone, appropriate to the next size of disturbance where h is large,
shows a singular termination occurring after a finite distance. The upstream flow
becomes strongly attached in one part of the flow field after separating in another.
This implies that the current flow structure is altered next by a feedback mechanism
analogous to that of Sect. 3.2 for moderate constrictions. An extension of the reasoning
there suggests that again, over the constriction, the pressure P is generally large and
O(h2) when h  1, whereas upstream P remains generally O(1). The flow over the
constriction here is dominated by the inviscid boundary layer forces, up to separation
at least. So the next crucial stage is encountered when the constriction height rises to
O(Re−1/6). It may be anticipated that the further adjustment required as the constric-
tion height is increased beyond O(Re−1/6) is similar to that between Sects. 3.2 and
3.3 including the large upstream separation distance of (55).
7.2 Branching over long scales
The long scale of most interest for configurations such as that in Fig. 15(ii) has
|x | ∼ Re. (88)
The properties then are covered by [63,93] and are based for steady three-dimensional
flow on the asymptotic expansions
[u, v, w, p] =
[
U, Re−1V, Re−1W, P(x) + Re−1 P1
]
+ · · · , (89)
where x = ReX ∼ Re while y, z are of O(1), rather than on (86). These yield from
(4, 5) at leading order the reduced nonlinear system
UU X + VU y + WUz = −P ′(x) + Uyy + Uzz, (90)
UV X + VV y + WV z = −P1y + Vyy + Vzz, (91)
UW X + VW y + WW z = −P1z + Wyy + Wzz, (92)
along with the continuity equation (4). The system is that of a longitudinal vortex and,
like many of the boundary-layer systems elsewhere in this article (a notable exception
being the three-dimensional case in the previous section), it has the advantage of being
parabolic in X provided the velocity component U remains positive. The working on
it is mostly numerical in practice but useful local analysis is performed by [63,93]; see
also [62,94,95]. In addition there is encouraging agreement between direct numerical
solutions and the reduced system as shown in [63] for Re values in the low-to-mid
100s.
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7.3 Branchings over short scales
The short axial-length scales which are of most concern such as for Fig. 15(ii) are
again given by
|x | ∼ 1, (93)
but now in three dimensions. Short scales in general were addressed originally for
constrictions as in Sect. 7.1, showing upstream influence; the present contribution
is on current working [94] for three-dimensional slender branching and proceeds as
follows.
Most previous theoretical or computational studies exclude the complexity asso-
ciated with nonsymmetry in three-dimensional branching flows. There are notable
exceptions to this among the many branching flow computations that have been per-
formed, for instance among those concerned with predicting surgical graft properties,
but they tend to be performed at a few isolated flow rates, divergence angles and so
on, while on the theoretical side the only exceptions appear to be for low flow rates or
for a side-branching at medium-to-high flow rates. Yet in reality and in experiments
three-dimensional nonsymmetry is obviously the most common case of all the types of
branching over a wide range of flow rates and other conditions. This is certainly so all
the way through the human circulation system, including both the torso and the brain.
The three-dimensional nonsymmetry of concern can be caused by unequal pressures
at the downstream ends of the daughter vessels, by the branching geometry itself or
by the incident velocity profiles in the mother being nonsymmetric. There are many
other important specific influences such as the area ratios, divergence angles, wall
roughness, wall flexibility, the number of daughter vessels and unsteadiness, although
it is noted that flow pulsations are less significant in the brain for instance.
In fact little or no theoretical work on the subject of three-dimensional nonsym-
metric branching flows at medium-to-high flow rates has been done as far as we
know apart from [21,63,95]. The study [63] offers some promise based on the use of
small-angle theory for a single mother tube of circular cross section dividing into two
divergent daughters, where results are found to agree reasonably closely with direct
simulations for angles of divergence up to 120◦. Thus a surprisingly wide range of
divergence angles was covered by the theory, over a range of medium flow rates: Rey-
nolds numbers Re examined are in the low hundreds typically. Characteristic Re values
of practical biomedical interest also include the 100s as mentioned in the introduction
and divergence angles in reality are extremely varied.
The current investigation into three-dimensional nonsymmetric branching motions
is concerned mainly with small disturbances and medium-to-high Reynolds numbers,
based on [94]. This is partly because such disturbances seem the obvious first ones
to address and partly because [63] suggests their usefulness could persist over a sur-
prisingly broad range of flow conditions. In the investigation the end-pressures are
assumed to apply over the relatively short axial length scale (93) and they are pre-
scribed whereas in a fuller system they would be related to the long-scale pressure
differences as remarked earlier. Shape effects and others are likewise considered over
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the same axial length scale. The one-to-two and one-to-many cases as before are both
of major interest.
An effectively inviscid core is to be expected across the majority of the tube, along
with a viscous (or more correctly a viscous–inviscid) layer at every wall present. End-
pressure effects are found to act mostly at the outer wall of the branching configuration,
whereas shape effects to consider are of two kinds, namely those due to the shape of
the inner walls or dividers and those due to the outer wall shaping. Each kind of shape
effect significantly impacts the wall layer behaviour also since the wall layer is espe-
cially sensitive, but there is a core effect too of course. So the core and the wall layer
are examined in turn next.
In deriving the main scales and comparing the orders of magnitude of the dominant
effects present, we may first take the small characteristic non-dimensional pressure
magnitude |p| as given, by virtue of the end-pressure constraints in the tubes. Expan-
sions in small Re−1 could be used as in Sect. 7.1 but here it is instructive to think in
terms of |p| instead. Then using arguments as in previous sections we concentrate on
the range of flow rates for which
1  Re  |p|−3/2. (94)
The reason for this is that, in intrinsic coordinates, a wall layer with small |n| is
expected, when Re is large, in which the typical u is λn plus a small disturbance u1 say,
where u, λn are equal to the first approximation because of the incoming wall shear λ.
The orthogonal coordinates θ, n are tangential and inwardly normal to the outer walls
respectively in the cross-plane. Similarly to Sect. 2.2 the main inertial, pressure-gra-
dient and viscous forces are then represented in magnitude by n u1, |p|, u1/(Re n2)
respectively, since |x | is of O(1). Hence n must be of size Re−1/3 typically, while u1
is of size Re1/3|p|: this is smaller than the λn term as assumed provided that Re lies
within the range specified by (94). A numerical example is of immediate interest: if
the non-dimensional pressure variation |p| is as small as about 0.025 say then from
(94) the range of Re under consideration is from around 1 to 240, as a first estimate, a
range which is certainly of some physical concern. Second, moving on to wall-shaping
effects, the wall layer scalings above suggest examination of outer-wall shape distor-
tions whose typical thickness is of the order Re−1|p|, to compare directly against the
influences of end-pressure. That in turn points to consideration of divider thicknesses of
a similar size. The dividers however provoke pressures in the core flow which are larger
than in the wall layer, because of the enhanced inertia in the core; compare section 4.3.
Accordingly, if wall shaping is present, different sizes of pressure should be antici-
pated in the core and in the wall layer even when the shape distortions at the outer wall
and at the dividers are comparable. The arguments just used serve to guide the solution
expansions as follows, given that the mother pressure upstream scaled on |p| is P0 and
the similarly scaled daughter pressures downstream are Pk , for integer k running from
1 to K say: there are thus K daughters altogether and so (K − 1) dividers; we use K
instead of N in this subsection because N below denotes a scaled normal coordinate.
The core motion, being a perturbation of the incoming quasi-unidirectional motion
with velocity profile denoted u0(y, z) and wall shear λ(θ) in the mother tube, has the
expansion
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[u, v, w, p] = [u0(y, z), 0, 0, 0] + 1
[
u′, v′, w′, p′
]
(x, y, z, T ) + · · · (95)
where the coordinates x, y, z, T are all of O(1), the scaled velocity and pressure per-
turbations u′, v′, w′, p′ are also of O(1), and 1 is small. The amplitude factor 1 is in
fact usually larger than |p| above (in view of the different pressure scales described in
the previous paragraph) and must also be greater than or equal to Re−1/2 nominally
because of the Blasius-like viscous thickness of Sect. 2.2 that is generated on each
divider inside the core flow. The time scale ts is assumed to be large; later we specify
it precisely. Hence from substitution into the Navier–Stokes equations of Sect. 2.1 the
flow response is quasi-steady here, giving the governing equations for the vector u′
defined by u′ = (u′, v′, w′) as
∇.u′ = 0, (96)
u0u
′
x + (v′u0y + w′u0z, 0, 0) = −∇ p′, (97)
from the mass conservation and momentum balances. Here ∇ stands for the gradient
operator (∂x , ∂y, ∂z). A faster time scale of order unity would add an acceleration term
u′t to the left-hand side of (97). It follows from (96, 97) that the equation
∇2 p′ = 2(u0y p′y + u0z p′z)/u0 (98)
holds for the pressure perturbation p′ (compare the two-dimensional version of Sects.
3.1, 4.3) subject to the conditions
p′ → 0 as x → ∞ or − ∞, (99)
∂p′/∂n =−u20∂2 f +k /∂x2 at y = yk+, and − u20∂2 f −k /∂x2 at y = y−k , (100)
p′ → 0 as n → 0 at outer wall. (101)
These boundary conditions are analogous to those in the earlier studied two-dimen-
sional scenario and reflect respectively the upstream and downstream end pressures
(the zeros seen upstream and downstream in (99) echo the earlier discussion on dif-
ferent pressures), the tangential flow conditions on the dividers, and the necessary
matching with the wall layer flow. The fk values represent the scaled thicknesses of
the K − 1 internal dividers and yk their locations: these are the main shaping effects
within the core. Thus the size of 1 allows for the first appearance of shape effects, in
(100), but its relative largeness accounts for the condition (99). The condition (100)
in detail stems from the requirement of tangential flow via the momentum balances,
while the wall-layer matching condition (101) is considered in more detail below.
Local analysis shows that p′ behaves as λ(∂2 A/∂x2)n3/3 near n zero, where the
function A(x, θ, T ) represents the shaping effects from the core. In the approach to
the outer wall, that all leaves v′1 ∝ n, p′ ∝ n3, w′1 ∝ n2 but a tangential slip velocity
u′ → A(x, θ, T ) as n → 0 (102)
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in the axial direction. Here v1 = 1v′1, w1 = 1w′1 to leading order are the velocity
components in the n, s directions in turn. We note in passing that a logarithmic accu-
mulation which can occur at any junction of outer wall and divider is of little import
here since the perturbations in general are small.
In the viscous wall layer the implied flow solution is expressed in the form
[u, v1, w1, p]
= [Re−1/3λN , 0, 0, 0] + 2 [Re−1/3U, Re−2/3V1, Re−1/3W1, Re−2/3 P] + · · ·
(103)
where n = Re−1/3 N . Here for now we have the parameter 2 just being arbi-
trarily small. The outer wall itself is prescribed by n = 2 Re−1/3 F(x, z, T ), giving
N = 2 F(x, z, T ). The orders of the velocities and pressure in (103) are required for
conservation of mass and momentum. The time scale specifically has t = Re1/3T (so
ts is identified with Re1/3) to affect the wall layer dynamics and is thus relatively slow
as supposed in the argument above, whereas x, θ are again of order unity.
Hence, upon substitution into the Navier–Stokes equations, the unsteady viscous
three-dimensional wall-layer equations are found to apply,
Ux + V1N + W1θ = 0, (104)
UT + λNUx + V1λ + W1λθ N = −Px + UNN , (105)
W1T + λNW1x = −Pθ + W1NN , (106)
with the unknown scaled pressure P(x, θ, T ) being independent of N because the
normal momentum balance requires ∂ P/∂N to be zero at leading order. The system
above is as in (4, 12, 13) but linearised. The boundary conditions on the wall-layer
system are
U = −λF, V1 = W1 = 0 at N = 0, (107)
U → A(x, θ, T ), W1 → 0 as N → ∞, (108)
(U, V1, W1) → 0, P → P0(T ) as x → −∞, (109)
P → Pk(T ) as x → ∞ in the kth daughter. (110)
The scaled mother pressure P0(T ) and the scaled daughter pressures Pk(T ) are those
that were introduced earlier on, although now with explicit allowance for their possi-
ble unsteadiness. Also, from matching, 2 Re−1/3 is identical with |p| and hence with
1. The boundary conditions above reflect the no-slip conditions at the distorted wall
(along with a Taylor expansion bringing in the scaled outer wall shaping F), in (107),
the match to the core in (108) (this leads to an algebraic decay in Y ), and the upstream
and downstream pressure conditions. Shaping effects are present in the contributions
A, F , due to the core and the outer wall in turn. To repeat, we have taken the pressure
and shape to have comparable effects in the wall layer of relative amplitude O(2)
at this stage. Further, a mild assumption that 2 is much larger than Re−1/3 has been
made; otherwise an extra contribution 12μN
2 Re−2/3 is needed in the expression for
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u in (103) to account for the incident O(1) velocity profile curvature μ and asso-
ciated with that an extra term −μRe−1x+ constant in the pressure p. Implicit also
throughout all this is the requirement of
periodicity in θ (111)
for all the velocities and pressures, since θ is in the azimuthal direction.
Several points need to be made at this stage. First the shape effects as seen in the
wall layer are clearly two-fold, coming not only from A(x, θ, T ) which represents
the influence of the divider shaping in the core but also from F(x, θ, T ) due directly
to the outer wall shape. Again, the slip velocity A acts in the wall layer as a given
negative displacement, in view of the contributions to the axial velocity in (103) and
the condition (108). Shape effects will be mentioned in Sect. 8. The end-pressure (or
pressure-driven) effects are in contrast to the shape ones in the sense that the former
are confined to the wall layer to leading order. Such pressure-driven flows have A
being zero and so are un-influenced directly by any pressure p′ in the core. Instead
the induced wall pressure in such cases dictates what the core pressure response p′
must be, allowing for an amplitude factor reduced from that in the general case (95).
Finally here, the argument also extends to unsteady motions and likewise allows for
non-uniform λ(θ) as above if necessary, as well as other realistic effects.
Pressure-driven flows
The configuration for pressure-driven flows applies for two or more daughters where
the flow is driven merely by pressure differences, so that the shape-effect forcings
from the core and the outer wall are all absent. Thus F and A in (107, 108) are both
zero here. Steady flow is assumed for now. The wall-layer flow problem set out above
has an unusual solution then in that V1 is identically zero, and hence adding the x
derivative of (105) to the θ derivative of (106) yields Laplace’s equation
∇22 P = 0 (112)
for the unknown outer-wall pressure P(x, θ), where ∇22 denotes the two-dimensional
Laplacian ∂2x + ∂2θ . The boundary conditions to be satisfied by P are those of the
prescribed pressures far upstream and downstream as written in (109, 110), supple-
mented by the requirement (111) at all finite x stations. The reduction of the originally
three-dimensional wall-layer flow problem to the two-dimensional Laplacian problem
(112) is notable.
Being driven by spatially constant end-pressures acting up- and downstream means
that the pressure response in between involves eigensolutions in effect. These can be
seen in the following basic case of two daughters, K = 2, with end pressures P1, P2
in the daughters such that P2 = −P1. Here there is an exact solution which stems
from a conformal mapping, such that
P/P1 = ± real (1 + e−2ς )−1/2 (113)
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where ς denotes x + iθ and the branching starts at zero x with the junctions of the
outer walls and the divider being symmetrically disposed at θ values equal to π/2 and
3π/2. This is similar to the finding in Sect. 4.1. The solution exhibits the irregular
response of the pressure near the leading edge of the divider in the present three-
dimensional nonsymmetric-flow setting, a response which is more severe than in the
symmetric-flow setting of [59] despite the geometric shapes studied being identical.
There is also the series representation
P/P1 = ex cos θ − (1/2)e3x cos 3θ + (3/8)e5x cos 5θ + · · · for x < 0, (114)
P/P1 = 1 − (1/2)e−2x cos 2θ + (3/8)e−4x cos 4θ + · · · for x > 0, (115)
which shows the pressure eigenforms clearly. Here (115) applies in the daughter with
end-pressure P1, whereas the pressure in the other daughter is equal and opposite. The
wall pressure responses are presented in Fig. 15(iii).
For more than two daughters, K > 2, conformal mapping or series solutions can
again be applied. The wall pressure solutions P are given by [94] for a range of val-
ues of K , along with velocity profiles and the induced scaled wall-shear distributions
obtained analytically from (104–106), with λ constant, T dependence being absent




(x − ξ)−2/3 ∂ P
∂ξ
(ξ, θ)dξ,
with λ1/3φ = −31/6((2/3))2/(2π) = −0.35047 . . . , (116)
determines the axial shear stress perturbation τ1 and a similar integral yields the
cross-plane shear stress τ2, where τ1, τ2 are the values of ∂U/∂N , ∂W1/∂N at the
wall N = 0, respectively.
The main effects present in the wall-layer results are those of different effective
suctions into the daughter tubes as they compete with each other to draw fluid from the
mother tube. In every case a sufficiently low end-pressure downstream in a daughter
tends to draw fluid into that daughter, causing an increase in the corresponding axial
shear stress and directions of the neighbouring cross-plane shear stresses that indi-
cate cross-plane movement of fluid towards the lower-pressure daughter. The max-
imal effects in the wall shear stresses occur quite close to the daughter entrances.
Upstream of the entrances the wall shear stress response is essentially exponential
in form whereas downstream the response involves a comparatively slow algebraic
(x−1/3) decay, consistent with (116). The dominant response sufficiently far upstream
is seen to be an axially symmetric one, by the way. Extremes can also be investigated
as in [59] such as for large values of K , where the wall pressure problem becomes
approximately one holding in negative x alone, and for small daughter-widths which
lead to a global sink influence accompanied by a local region close to the entrance of
the daughter tube.
The flow configuration so far has the sum of the end pressures being equal to zero.
If the sum is nonzero, then consideration can be given to adding in an extra unknown
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mass flux, corresponding to a small contribution proportional to n2 in u0 near the
wall. Varying gap-widths may also be incorporated as suggested earlier. More signif-
icantly, it is possible to move on to find the core solution forced by the known wall
pressures determined as above and hence predict the swirl provoked in the core due
to the pressure-driven configuration. Here the amplitude of the velocity and pressure
perturbations is of typical size 2 Re−2/3, from (103), rather than the size 1 in (95),
and so the newly scaled core pressure p′ satisfies (98) but subject to generally non-
zero downstream end pressures instead of (99), and zero normal pressure gradient
conditions replace (100) at the dividers, while (101) is replaced by
p′ → P(x, s) as n → 0 at the outer wall. (117)
Given (117), the tangential components in the velocity perturbations grow like 1/n as
the outer wall is approached. The corresponding core solutions are shown in [94].
8 Further comments
The internal-flow research described herein has been almost entirely on (a) con-
strictions, (b) branchings as discussed at the very start of the article. The aim has
been to seek out relatively simple configurations and basic properties first, given
that the occurrence of important nonlinear effects implies mathematical accounts
are often likely to be insightful. Assumptions made for convenience or for making
headway are mentioned earlier and include those of mostly steady laminar incom-
pressible-fluid motions over medium-to-large ranges of the Reynolds number. We
believe the study may be of interest in terms of mathematical issues, real applica-
tions, the science of fluid dynamics and the clear interaction with direct numerical
simulations.
In reality there are often very complex networks to deal with in the practical sit-
uations of concern. Reconnections in addition to branchings are of interest whether
predominantly inviscid or viscous–inviscid in nature. Flexible walls also arise in real-
ity and, among other possibilities, they lead to integral equations stemming from (63)
for instance. Again, the regime of small Reynolds numbers also has much fascination.
The current contribution is further related to continuing work on many-body problems
motivated by industrial as well as biomedical applications.
There are many other follow-on studies which could be undertaken. With that in
mind we finish with a number of suggestions, issues and questions, small or large,
which we believe are of wide interest.
8.1 Explore the exact solution for the 1-to-2 branching described in Sect. 2.2. What
happens physically if there is no such solution?
8.2 Explore the 1-to-4 case of Sects. 2.2, 4.2. Does it give the same as 1-to-2
followed by 2-to-4, i.e. 1 mother to 2 daughters to 4 grand-daughters?
8.3 Investigate the case of 1 to N branching for general values of N in Sect. 4.2.
Deduce what occurs in the limit of large N .
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8.4 For fluid motion through a constricted tube (Sects. 3, 6), describe the flow
structure and solution in the presence of an incident velocity profile which is
not symmetric in the lateral direction. That is in two dimensions.
8.5 For three-dimensional fluid motion through a constricted tube (Sect. 7.1), write
down the flow structure and solution in the presence of an incident velocity
profile that is not symmetric in the generalised azimuthal direction.
8.6 Explore the asymptotic behaviour of the A¯-formula in Sect. 4.4 for large N .
8.7 Derive the equation balancing u0∇2ψ and u′′0ψ in the core of Sect. 3.1.
8.8 Go through the analysis of the core flow of Sect. 3.1 in detail.
8.9 Examine the solution features for large values of N in Sect. 5.2, concerning
ever larger networks.
8.10 Investigate the solution for non-symmetric constriction analogous to that in
Sect. 8 of [77]. Can this be extended to wall-injection of fluid? Can it also be
extended to branching flows?
8.11 Study upstream influence in channel flows which lack symmetry, based on an
appropriate balance between the scaled wall pressure difference pupper − plower
and the scaled core displacement curvature A′′.
8.12 Seek linearised analytical solutions for the otherwise nonlinear problems
described in Sects. 3.1–3.3, 5.1, 6.1, concerning two-dimensional motions.
8.13 Derive the main equation of Sect. 4.4 for the area A¯.
8.14 Go through the details of Sect. 4.4.
8.15 Explore the A + F, A − G effects due to relative displacements that come into
the reckoning for length scales |x | exceeding the 1/7 scale of (80).
8.16 Investigate the case [27] corresponding to severe constriction of a non-sym-
metric channel. Apply this to branching situations if possible.
8.17 Compute solutions for the nonlinear problems described above.
8.18 Study further the unsteady flows considered in [26]. Unsteady flows are espe-
cially interesting with pulsatile incident motions in a mother vessel for instance
and analysis can be applied for many of the configurations addressed in this
article.
8.19 Examine the unsteady version of the triple deck problem and its significance
in terms of linear and nonlinear Tollmien–Schlichting waves and breakdown
[96].
8.20 Examine the unsteady version of the nonsymmetric channel flow problem
(Sect. 6) and its significance in terms of linear and nonlinear viscous–invis-
cid waves and breakdown [96].
8.21 Investigate the effects of entry flow [44] on constricted or branched vessels.
8.22 Address the splitter-plate study of [58].
8.23 Consider re-connections of branched vessels, such as in a scenario with 1-to-n
branching followed downstream by an n-to-1 re-connection.
8.24 For constricted three-dimensional motions as in Sect. 7.1 perform a linearised
analysis. Show that there is an upstream response ahead of the constriction.
8.25 Does the axi-symmetric component dominate the highly nonlinear response
upstream of a severe constriction even in the three-dimensional situation of
Sect. 7.1?
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8.26 Extend the analysis of three-dimensional branching motions in Sect. 7.3 to
allow for the end pressures being dependent on the scaled time. The major
effects occur in the scaled wall shears.
8.27 Analyse the effect of an incident velocity profile that is not symmetric in the
generalised azimuthal direction, for three-dimensional branching motion as in
Sect. 7.3.
8.28 Examine and compare the influences of geometrical shape (divergence angles,
thickness, camber, positioning) in two- and three-dimensional branchings.
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